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Four Pillars of Destiny 
 
Name: x 
Birth data: x, time x, location x 
 
Introduction: 
 
By understanding our potential of interaction with the universe / nature, we start to understand how and where 
to strive for balance in our actions and behaviors. Different from astrology, the Four Pillars of Destiny which 
originated over 3.000 years ago does not only look at our personality and compatibility with other humans, it 
goes beyond: it evaluates our destiny and gives suggestions on how to influence positively different moments 
of our life. It gives us yet another key to unlock our potential and ability to achieve success by choosing wisely 
also on the best timing for important decisions and projects.	 
 
However, a person’s Life story is not only dependent on their destiny. It is closely linked to other factors. This 
report highlights information on the factor “Time”, “Emotions & Relations”, “Profession” and a little bit of “Body” 
by suggesting foods based on your 5 Elements. 
 

 
 

• Karma: is related to the family and social environment you are born into. It’s the course that your life 
was set on when you were born. 

• Body: is all about your physical composition and your inherited DNA. 
• Emotions & Relations: How you are, the way you feel and how you interact with others plays a big 

role in the outcome of your life. It is mainly about your personality (the type of person that you are, 
emotional traits that you are born with) & character (different from the personality, a person’s character 
is molded by the lessons learned early in life from family, friends and society such as honesty, 
forgiveness, helpfulness, etc.)  

• Time: is related to the moment of birth and how one can make use of the right moments in life to act or 
don’t act. 

• Space: is related to how we interact with nature and everything that surrounds us. How we make use 
of space we occupy in order to achieve harmony and attract what we want for ourselves. 

• Profession: Has to do with your education and what you choose to make money with. The possibility 
given by your family to receive proper education plays a big role in the fulfillment of your life. You will be 
able to take decisions differently with more knowledge. 

• Merit: is the luck attracted through hard work and dedication. There is no point in waiting for things to 
happen if you don’t strive to achieve them. This also involves Mental Strength and the work you put in 
to grow emotionally 

• Finances: this is related not only related to your profession but also to inherited wealth and the 
political & economic situation that your family and country is going through. It will limit or allow you to 
grow as it can influence the opportunities that are presented to you. 
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So how does the Four Pillars of Destiny work? 
 
In the oriental culture it’s believed that the universe is composed of five basic elements which interact with 
each other: metal, wood, water, fire and earth. These elements create and destroy each other. The balance of 
them is what brings harmony. In quantum physics, it’s suggested that objects, including our bodies, are not 
solid, but are revolving masses of charged particles, which constantly interact with the particles of their 
surroundings. Einstein spoke of this activity as “trembling motion” or a “jiggling” energy. In Feng Shui and the 
Four Pillars of Destiny we describe this energy as “chi” or ”breath of life”. 
 
Very simply said, each hour, day, month and year is determined by one of the five basic elements. Therefore, 
according to the Chinese Thousand Year Calendar, in 2020 we are living the male metal Rat year. 
 
By knowing your birth date, time and space it is possible to determine what elements where reigning 
at that point in history discovering your energetic composition. By knowing your energetic 
composition, we can analyze the interaction of the five elements in your destiny and also compare 
them with the past and future days, month and years, with one goal in mind: achieve balance. 
 
The harmony of these life elements is essential to live a happy and successful life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The analysis of your luck through the Four Pillars of Destiny can help with:  

1. Dealing with difficult times in life by adapting your behavior in a timely manner.  
2. Choosing a suitable career. 
3. Timing well an investment or venture.  
4. Unveiling your child's talents in order to guide them better in the direction they will most likely 

succeed in. 
5. Deciding on the right partner for business or marriage. 
6. Using Interior Design combined with your personal Feng Shui do balance health and wealth and 

attract better luck in achieving your dreams. 
7. Selecting an auspicious date for marriage, moving or inaugurating a business. 
8. Selecting an auspicious birth date for babies delivered through caesarean. 

 
You can’t change important facts that will happen in your life, but you can learn how to be better prepared to 
deal with them. Just like Feng Shui, the Four Pillars of Destiny are not magic nor divination. We can’t help you 
transform a loss into a profit! What we can do is help you have a clearer vision of what is to come and do your 
part in your own destiny to live a fulfilling, healthy and harmonious life.  
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Your energetic composition: 

 
 
Your favorable elements: 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Your unfavorable elements:	 

 
 

 
 
The five elements at your birth (simplified version): 
 

Time Date Month Year 

    

    
Dragon Rooster Horse Ox 

 
 
Your Personality and Character: 
 
You don’t like to fail or to be told what to do or when or how to do it. You will reciprocate those who show their loyalty to 
you and will share generously with them. You can be unforgiving and vengeful to those who tried to undermine you. A firm 
and understanding person you can also be a good listener. There is normally only one way of accomplishing a task for 
you. You enjoy quiet and alone times and only go out in the crowd if there is a good reason for it. 
 
You are a flexible person, like a candle flame and not sturdy. Always seeking self-improvement you will always probe into 
the details and get to the bottom of things before making a deal or making an assessment. You are a fun and carefree 
person but at the same time, intense and very emotional. Your personality is difficult to decipher. You are emotionally 
complex. Your mood can change from one minute to another. Some people find you very sociable and open, others think 
the complete opposite of you. Only those who live very close to you are able to understand your complexity. You are so 
complex because you are very sensible / sensitive. You pick up easily on other’s feelings and they can become your own. 
You are strongly advised to foster self-consciousness and get a good understanding of your personal relationships / 
interrelations and emotions. Getting a grip on your anger and fears are also vital.  When you learn how to control and 
understand your emotions you will be many steps closer to a more balanced life. 
 
You are fair, impartial and people will respect you for your integrity and ethics. Your strong drive and ability to exploit your 
potential to the maximum can make you achieve success and prominence. As a corporate minded person you are 
capable of teamwork. 
 
You are ambitious with great determination and stamina in pursuing your objectives. Your main priority in life is to make 
money after the age of thirty. 
 
By nature you have some interest in religion, philosophy, occult, supernatural things or spiritual teachings. You are a good 
planner or schemer in getting your objectives or projects done by resorting to unconventional methods or inventing 
techniques in achieving your objectives. You prefer to use your extraordinary ways or unusual strategies in solving 
problems. Generally you are an eccentric person and always do things that a normal person will not adopt. You will not 
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hesitate to resort to illegal means in achieving your objectives if forced by circumstances. Therefore, you are advised not 
to get involved in methods or unconventional ways to earning a living unless they are legal. 
 
You are likely to excel in your studies and are academically inclined. You do not find difficulties in understanding any 
subjects of your choice, thus you find it easy to study without putting extra effort than those who do not possess such 
academic star. 
 
 
Romance e compatibilities:	 
 
You are one of those people who like your lover and very often stay with the same loved one for life. Though you're 
stubborn, surprisingly you know how to compromise in matters of love and therefore any long lasting and serious love 
affairs and marriage take patience and courage. You always want to be the number one in your partner's life. Emotions 
only interest you so long as it does not hinder your progress. The most compatible people to you are Scorpio and Pisces 
born in Ox/ Rooster/ Rat years (1981, 1984, 1985, …) 
 
Where love affairs are concerned you are very passionate and your relationship is normally a long and lasting affair. You 
do not only consider the physical aspect but also the spiritual aspect and thus keep the burning passion lasting over a 
longer period than most people. You are bright, interesting and attractive but independent and not the clinging type and 
cannot tolerate unfaithfulness. But there is a part of you that comes from being so sensitive that enjoys having someone 
taking care of you, kind of like a mother figure nurturing you. 
 
You are attracted to people especially those of the opposite sex and can get along well with them, as they possess a lot 
of your favorable elements. In your case it is people who possess the excess or strong elements like Wood and Water. 
However, there are times you can be attracted to people who may not possess your favorable elements but he/she may 
be going through a Luck Pillar, which are favorable elements of yours. Thus when this Luck Pillar has passed, then there 
will be a change of attitude or liking, which you have previously encountered. The changing elements will subconsciously 
affect your mood and feelings towards your loved ones. That explains why we often find that someone suddenly does not 
appear to be attractive anymore. Likewise, this might also happen to you when somebody who once loved you might find 
you no longer attractive. 
 
You are likely to encounter romance or "flower of romance" during the Luck Pillar, year, month or even day where 
the period concerned is represented by the animal sign of Horse. (e.g. year 2014, 2026 = horse)  
 
The chance of you getting married is high and it is unlikely you can remain single for your entire life. It makes it quite 
difficult for you choosing the right marriage partner from a number of suitors. You will have to exercise self-discipline in 
order to commit yourself to one man and remain faithful throughout your life. You may have men trying to woo you despite 
the fact you are attached or married. You may have quite a number of love affairs during your lifetime after you are 
married or attached. It is difficult for you to solely commit yourself to one man and is quite difficult to remain faithful 
throughout your married life. You may have secret lovers or boyfriends apart from your spouse or life partner if you do not 
restraint yourself. 
 
You are considered a materialistic person and would sacrifice in order to enjoy a luxurious lifestyle. You will live an 
expensive or luxurious lifestyle even if you do not have the means but will use the best of your ability to obtain it even if 
need to use unethical means. As a result of your strong desire you will consider any options that can assist you so long as 
it can fulfill your aspirations like marrying into it. Therefore you are bold in making decisions and take actions to implement 
your plans or ideas. You enjoy an opulent lifestyle and live a voluptuous love life. You also enjoy exotic and expensive 
meals, dinners and partying. You will have weight problem in the later years if you are not careful. 
 
 
Profession and Career: 
 
You are best suited to a career or profession that requires perfection or professionalism. Even at adulthood, you have 
already decided a future profession. As a serious person you refuse to behave frivolously, thus making you miss out some 
of the fun that a normal person will enjoy. 
 
You have high energy and want excitement in life, which make careers like entertainment, public relations, marketing, 
broadcasting, advertising, journalism and creative professions suitable for you. You do not mind taking risks and you can 
be a speculator or even a gambler if you do not choose the correct profession. 
 
You are likely to adopt or are currently employed in a profession whereby the elements are dominant in your profile. The 
elements are Earth and Metal that are represented as follows: 
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Earth: Property, construction, mining, chemicals, building materials, pottery, glass, ceramic and clay and 

industry that is earth based. 
 
Metal:  Gold, metalwork, automobiles, jewelry, finance, telecommunications, insurance, internet 

business, computer, education, mechanical work, servicing and consultancy. 
 
However, you can do better if you can adopt a profession where it is represented by the elements, which are 
favorable to you. Your favorable elements are Wood and Water. The profession or field representing them is as 
follows: 

 
Wood: Paper, textile, fashion, furniture, hairstylists, carpentry and any industry that is wood based like 

agriculture. 
 
Water: Shipping, beverages, dyeing, fishing industry and industry that is water based. 
 

You are quite a sociable person and can easily accommodate yourself into any group without much effort. Therefore, it is 
very likely that you will have a number of friends and people find it easy to befriend you. You enjoy mixing with people 
either for socializing, charitable activities or for business contacts. May develop a career whereby you can excel in public 
relations or a career involves associating with human relationships. Jobs like being a public relations officer, actress, 
singer, politician, counseling, sales person and human resource personnel will make a better career for you. You may 
take up a business that involves human relationship. 
 
You have very few competitors or opponents in your life. Your profession is very smooth and is not likely to face 
competition for promotion as compared to most people who have to fight for position whether in his career or office bearer 
in any social organization.  
You are likely to be the only child of your family. 
 
You are a reasonably creative and intelligent person. If you put in extra effort and properly developed this natural gift you 
will achieve reasonable success in any chosen career especially in the arts be it academic, research, professional, 
marketing, advertising or artistic areas. 
 
You are lucky in speculation and can make a living out of it. If you invested timely and correctly you can become rich. 
However, you are advised to invest wisely in the stock market, property or government bonds and should have a portfolio 
in non-risky investments like fixed deposit and fixed income instruments. You can make a living out of these investments 
and can also thrive on illegal deals but are advised to stay out of these. You are also quite lucky in generating other forms 
of income or investment such as inheritance, property rental, dividend and windfall like jackpots, lotteries or stock market. 
 
You are not a born entrepreneur. Generally you enter into the business world either by accident or dictate by 
circumstances. However, through the pursuit of courses such as marketing, finance and business studies, you may 
become a successful businesswoman by partnering with other entrepreneurs. For some reasons you have some 
difficulties in controlling your wealth and can lose some of your money even though you are quite careful in handling 
them. 
 
You are an average determined person with modest fighting spirit and may have an interest in non-profit organizations. 
You may participate and hold minor positions such as an ordinary or a junior committee member in a charitable, social, 
scientific and spiritual organization. This includes your interest in the participation such as registration as an ordinary 
member, in non-government, religious, charitable, trade/profession or political organizations. 
 
You are a very disciplined person who can be authoritative and firm if circumstances require you to exercise your power 
or authority. You can head a department of a large organization provided you have sufficient education, experience, 
training and opportunity. You can move up the ladder further if you work diligently and with the right attitude in achieving 
your ambition. You are likely to work in any business organization or with the government where authority and power are 
required. Probably you may earn a living such as working in a senior position such as a school headmaster, administrator, 
sales/marketing or personnel manager and other position that require power or authority. Such senior position of power or 
authority cannot be achieved unless you have encountered a reasonable long period of uninterrupted good luck 
pillars. You need to have a good academic or professional qualification to hold such senior position. The uninterrupted 
good luck pillars concerned will provide you the right opportunities and ample time for the building up of your career or 
professional experience and also the accumulation of trust for the promotion to such important position. You may enjoy a 
reasonable high status and standing in society and can be quite popular among your peers if you are given such senior 
position. Otherwise, you cannot enjoy such status but instead faced a lot of pressure and stress that can affect your 
health when encountering such bad phase.  
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You are academically inclined and stand a good opportunity in pursuing tertiary education. You will do very well 
academically and may pursue your career towards research and development. 
 
 
Friends / business associates / colleagues: 
 
Your benefactor (nobleman) is likely to be a person or persons born under the following animal signs. Also you will 
receive assistance from these people during those Luck Pillar/Year Pillar represented by those animal signs: Pig, 
Rooster, Rat, Monkey. 
 
Next years with these signs: 2020, 2028, 2029, 2031, ... 
 
 
Relationship with spouse, children and family:	 
 
Spouse:  
You are a dominant party in the marriage relationship. You prefer to do things your own way and your partner will have to 
abide by your decision, otherwise there will be conflicts in such kind of relationship. So it is advisable to choose a 
submissive or a very understanding spouse and he must accept and respect you for what you are. 
 
Children: 
Your son(s) will be closer, supportive and may be more filial to you than your daughter(s) if there are any. He may listen 
and readily take your advice and is likely to be obedient to you. You do not have to worry very much for him when he 
grows older and can be a good citizen. It will be a blessing to you to have such a good child, as you know it is not easy to 
have filial children although we have sacrificed a lot for them during the earlier years. 
 
Family: 
You are likely to be more attached to your mother than your father. Your upbringing is mixed and you always have your 
mum to take care of you in your childhood. It is for some reason that your father did not spend much time with you or may 
have spent too much time in building up his career. He may have thought that the job of bringing up the children should 
rest with your mum. However, it is better to have more motherly love compared with fatherly love. 
 
 
 
Personal Feng Shui 
 

Auspicious Direction Lucky number Best color Supplementary color Gemstones 
1. East 3 Green Blue, dark brown Emerald, Peridot 
2. North 1 Black Grey, dark blue Aquamarine, Turquoise, 

Opal, Sapphire, Topaz 
(all blue) 

 
Internal organs Sensory organs Other body parts 
Large Intestines or 
Lungs 

Tongue Nervous System, Lips, 
Eyes 
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Food: 
 
If you feel tired and exhausted, consume more food related to your favorable element to help balance your energetic 
composition: 
 
Wood: 
All sour foods and many green, fast growing foods, especially those with green stalks. Also, chicken, liver, most wild 
game, wheat, greens like pak choy, chard, broccoli rabe and spinach, sprouts, asparagus and celery, citrus fruits - 
especially lemons, oranges, grapefruit, plum, pineapple, starfruit, sourdough, vinegar, yogurt, kimchi, pickles of all kinds, 
sauerkraut and olives are wood foods. These foods can obstruct movement and function as astringents. They most 
benefit changeable, erratic and scattered people. 
Cooking style: Grilling, Smoking, Searing, Pickling and Fermenting, Campfire Cooking 
 
 
Water: 
All salty foods and dark foods, foods that are purple, black or blue. Also, fresh fish and salted fish, salted meat, caviar and 
other fish eggs, shellfish, pork, eggs, beans, seaweed and sea vegetables, soy sauce, miso, figs, blueberries, 
blackberries, eggplant, kale, wild rice, walnuts and black sesame seeds are water 
foods. These foods have a softening effect and promote moisture and calming of the body. They most benefit thin and 
nervous people. 
Cooking style: Soups, Boiling, Steaming, Poaching, Curing, Freezing and Sous Vide Cooking 
 
 
 
And try to reduce the food representing the elements that are not your most favorable: 
 
Earth: 
All sweet and starchy foods, particularly yellow and orange foods and many root vegetables and very sweet soft fruits. 
Also, beef, millet, barley, rye, sugar, milk chocolate, corn, oats, cooked onion, watermelon, cantaloupe, sweet apples, 
sweet cherries, dates, grapes, peaches, carrots, cabbage, potato, sweet potato, banana and plantains, yam, okra, taro, 
beets, button and chanterelle mushrooms, winter and summer squash, cucumbers, almond, coconut and other tropical 
fruits like papayas, cherimoyas and mangos are earth foods. So are honey, maple syrup, rice syrup and barley syrup. 
These foods slow down acute symptoms and neutralize toxins.  
Cooking style: Baking, Roasting, Stewing, Mashing, Pureeing, Jams and Jellies, Caramelizing, Deserts and Candy 
 
Metal: 
All savory foods, pungent foods and white foods, many herbs and spices and prepared condiments. You don't need a lot 
of metal foods as they are strong and spicy (not hot) or very simple. The newly discovered tastebuds for the "Umami" 
flavor is proof of the metal element and includes glutamate - found in shitake and porcini mushrooms, parmesan cheese 
and fish sauce that gives these foods that special savory flavor. Also, white rice, milk, cream, white cheeses, raw onion, 
garlic, chives, radish - especially daikon, cauliflower, turnip, tofu, lotus root, pears, kohlrabi, cinnamon, mint, tarragon, 
marjoram, rosemary, thyme, scallions, cloves, fennel seed and bulb, cilantro and coriander seeds, parsley, anise, dill, 
mustard greens, wasabi, horseradish, mustard, basil, and nutmeg are all considered metal foods. These foods have a 
dispersing effect and promote energy circulation. 
Cooking style: Composed Foods, Garnishes, Condiments, Finishing Sauces, Julienne , Mincing, Dicing 
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Your Luck Decades: 
 
Your lucky years are ranked in terms of Excellent, Good, Mixed, Poor and Caution. This prediction provides you with a 
useful guide to help you in making better decisions for the coming years:  
 

Attention Week Mixed Good Excellent 
A W M G E 

 
 
This forecast derives from the analysis of the interaction of your personal 5 elements with those of the past and future 
years. 
 
Age 3-7 8-12 13-17 18-22 23-27 28-32 33-37 38-42 43-47 48-52 53-57 58-62 63-67 68-72 73-77 78-82 83-87 88-92 

Luck G G G W G A M G E E W M W W W M W E 

 
Understanding the classification: 
 
Excellent:	 
This is the most lucky or auspicious period in your luck pillar, which varies from year to year due to the yearly elemental 
influence on your destiny. During this auspicious period you will encounter exceptional good luck and anything you do will 
produce exceptionally good results, which you have not previously experienced. Any effort or plan can turn into profitable 
ventures if you can implement it during this period. So this is the most appropriate time for you to fulfill your dream or 
ambition. 
Extra effort will greatly increase your success so you are advised to capitalize on it during this period for accumulation of 
wealth, fulfillment of lifetime ambition, educational accomplishment and any other personal aspiration. You are strongly 
advised to fulfill whatever your ambition or accumulate as much wealth as possible during this time and not to spend 
lavishly as you might not have the same opportunity in the future. So please try to save for rainy days. 
For those who intend to further your academic education please do so as you might not have another chance once this 
era has passed. See your luck pillar to make better decision. 
During this period you are in a neuropsychological state, experiencing such feelings like pleasantness, happiness, 
confidence, love, ecstasy and excitement. Since this is an excellent period, certain events or circumstances such as 
better health, career prospects, increase in income, financial stability and other auspicious occasions will propel you to 
have a wonderful feeling such as good personal relationships with your loved ones and other people around you. 
However, such feelings can be affected if during this phase you experience a poor or lackluster yearly and monthly luck. 
 
Good: 
This is also the lucky period(s) in your lifetime where everything you do or intend to do will come true. Effort need to be 
put in otherwise the good luck will not be tapped and it might not come to you again, depending on the forthcoming luck 
pillar. See your own luck pillar to give you a better idea as to what is in store for you in the future. Though this period is 
good it is advisable for you to obtain your accomplishment whatever you set to do. Within this period it varies from year to 
year due to the various different elemental influence for each year. This good luck pillar will enable you make better 
judgment and decision. 
During this period you are in a neuropsychological state, experiencing such feelings like being neutral, pleasantness, 
confidence, joy, love and happiness. However, such feelings can be affected if during this phase you experience a poor or 
lackluster yearly and/or monthly luck. Since this luck period is a good one, certain events or circumstances like good 
health, career opportunity, financial stability and other auspicious occasions will stimulate you to have such nice feeling, 
like good personal relationships with your loved ones and other people around you. However, such feelings will turn 
fantastic and exciting if encountering an excellent yearly and monthly luck. Likewise, it can also be drastically affected if 
during this phase you experience a poor or lackluster year and monthly luck. 
 
Mixed: 
During this period you will encounter mixed experiences. Sometimes you will encounter obstacles but generally with a bit 
of extra effort it can be overcome. This mixed period shown in your luck pillars will be influenced by the yearly luck, which 
varies from year to year. Obviously extra effort can see you through, though it is not so smooth sailing compared with the 
good and excellent luck pillar, where less effort is needed for the same result. Be contented whatever you do and make 
yourself happy and do not expect too much otherwise you might be disappointed. Please do not try to be too ambitious as 
this is not the right period to have such ambition. 
During this period you are in a neuropsychological state, experiencing various feelings ranging from pleasantness to 
unpleasantness, happiness to disappointment but most of the time are likely to be neutral throughout the period since this 
is considered as a mixed period. Occasionally you will experience any one of the above feelings as certain events or 
circumstances will influence your feelings drastically. However, such feelings will be improved if encountering an excellent 
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yearly and monthly luck. Likewise, it can also be drastically affected if during this phase you experience a poor or 
lackluster yearly and monthly luck.	 
 
Week: 
In this period you will encounter obstacles in whatever endeavors you are doing. The sailing will not be smooth and this 
may cause some disappointments. Hence do not expect your efforts to be rewarded to the fullest. Knowing this in 
advance will put you in a better position to face such obstacles or disappointments that may arise. Try not to do 
something new, as it will not give you the desired result. Stay cool and do not feel antagonized and blame others when 
things do not turned up well. Just take it in your stride and look forward for a brighter future, as everybody in this world will 
encounter such a phase sometime in his lifetime. Take this as a learning phase and you can become a more 
understanding person and you can appreciate and differentiate what is good and bad. 
During this period you are in a neuropsychological state, experiencing various feelings like being disgruntled, anxiety, 
sadness, unpleasantness and/or being neutral. Occasionally you are likely to experience any one of the above feelings as 
certain events or circumstances will influence and dictate your emotion or mood. However, such feelings will be improved 
if during this phase you experience a good or excellent yearly and monthly luck. You are advised to adopt a positive 
mental attitude in order to contain and/or improve your emotion rather than letting it dictate your mood which may destroy 
long term relationships with your loved ones and others. 
 
Attention: 
During this period you need to be extra careful for whatever you do. Everything can be upside down and you have to be 
cautious not to do anything new or take up a new venture. Be patient and extra vigilant and hope this bad phase of your 
life will pass. So the best advice is try to stay put and continue be cautious whatever you are doing even though you might 
have to put up with any adversity or problem. 
Unexpected happenings may happen like personal relationships especially with loved ones which may strain you but you 
are advised to bear with it for the time being. Financial problems and health may strike you at this lowest ebb of your life. 
So the best advice is, do not do something drastic which you may regret later on as certain drastic action can cause 
irrevocable damages. 
Those of you who are in business should consider disposing your business earlier before the bad phase sets in if there is 
any good offer to purchase your business. If not, then downsizing will be the best option and try to reduce your gearing to 
zero or down to a manageable level. You are likely to experience this bad phase much earlier, say one year earlier if the 
next coming phase is bad. So make a wise decision and take appropriate action before it is too late. 
During this period you are in a neuropsychological state, experiencing various feelings like being worried, fearfulness, 
sadness, frustration, depression, being disgruntled, frustration and remorse. You are likely to experience any one of the 
above feelings as certain inauspicious events or circumstances may influence and dictate your emotion and mood and put 
you in a predicament. However, such feelings may improve if during this phase you experience a good or excellent yearly 
and monthly luck. You should adopt a very positive mental attitude in order to avoid such paralyzing feelings of 
helplessness or fearfulness from affecting your health and destroying long term relationships with your loved ones and 
others. 
 
Your luck the next 5 years: 
 

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 
M W M G G 
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The male metal RAT year: 04/02/20 - 03/02/21 (For you as an Ox/Cow) 
 
The Cow is in the Earth group and contains mainly Female Earth. The month of Cow is January. The temperature is still 
cold. Therefore, Cow is the chilly cold ground or icy mountain. The Cow has steady, independent, responsible and 
conservative personalities. The Cow has a good temper. But it will become very stubborn when it gets mad. People 
respect Cow because Cow always keeps its promises. 
 
The Rat is cold Female Water in the winter. It is connected to dew, rain, placid water or small brook. The Rat is agile, 
clever, tricky, active, thoughtful, sharp-sighted and staying alert. The Rat has many ideas with a keen vision and can 
solve problems quickly. It often gives people the pressure to pursue success. 
 
Water represents your money. Cow meets Rat is money coming toward you. Coldwater of the Rat will become ice. That 
implies Cow will save the money and don't want to spend it. 
 
Earth of Cow can absorb the Water of Rat. Water is afraid of Earth. Water represents your money. Therefore, the Rat 
brings good money luck to you. Earth gives water pressure. Earth represents the Rat's career. The Cow gives Rat the 
career opportunity. The Cow and Rat are a good team as business partners. 
  
Water is also connected to wisdom and intelligence. The Rat has knowledge and leadership skill. The Cow also contains 
some water, which is money. The Cow can be an investor and Rat can be a chief executive officer. The Cow will receive 
the biggest return with the assistance of the Rat. Rat and Cow can get along well. 

2020 is the Year of the White Rat. You were born in the Year of the Cow. The following is the White Rat year prediction 
for people born in the year of the Cow. 

The sign of Cow meets Rat is cold water flowing under an icy mountain. Coldwater will be 
frozen. 

Career: In the Five Element theory, Wood can conquer Earth. Wood represents your career. There is no Wood inside the 
Rat. Without Wood, you won't feel pressure at the office. You probably won't focus on career development. That means 
your career won't have too much change. 

The Water of Rat is connected to your money. You pursue wealth, not the power of a position in the career. As an 
employee, you have chances to get pay more. In this case, you have good career luck. However, if you are looking for a 
new job, then you need extra time to find one. 

Job Change: Cow and Rat can build a very cooperative relationship. Rat is brilliant, keen, proactive and quick-witted. 
The Cow can learn something from Rat. If someone offers you a promotion or a new job, you can consider accepting the 
challenge. 
 
Cow and Rat have attraction relationship into Earth. You have good people relationship in the office. You will feel more 
confident at work. Water is connected to money. As long as you bring up the energetic spirit and seek for a career 
opportunity, you have a good chance to bring a better income. 

Wealth: Earth can absorb Water. Water stands for your money. The Rat contains Yin Water, which is rain. That means 
good fortunes keep coming toward you once for a while. You need knowledge and wisdom to seize money opportunities 
because rain will be over and gone. 

The Cow is a flatland or farmland. Too much water from the river will cause a flood. The Cow needs to prepare a water 
reservoir to save water. That implies Cow needs to be humble when having a big profit. If your birth chart already has lots 
of water, then you might not be able to handle the flood. Flood will cause property loss. That's a sign of money loss.  
 
The Water of Rat might bring you trouble related to money if your astrology birth chart has too much water. If the money 
issue brings you big trouble, you need to find or hire someone to help you. Yang Earth is connected to dry soil, hill or 
mountain. It can help Yin Earth to absorb water faster. Your siblings, friends, and cousins are related to Earth. You can 
ask their help when you need them. Also, you can ask financial advice from people born in the year of Sheep, Dog, 
Dragon or Cow.  
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Love: If you are female, then Wood represents your boyfriend or husband. If you are male, then Water stands for your 
girlfriend or wife. Rat contains only Water. If you are a single man, then your luck in love is good. If you are seriously and 
energetically looking for a love relationship, you will find your ideal companion. 

 If you are a single lady, then you need extra time to find your lover. As long as you are eager for a love relationship and 
attend more social activities, then you still can find your compatible match. This is because Rat and Cow have attraction 
relationship. The Rat is also one of the romantic stars in Chinese horoscopes. When you meet the person you like, you 
might fall in love at first sight. 

If you are in love, then your relationship will be closer and deeper. You might consider the next relationship, engagement 
or marriage. 

 If you are married, then your love relationship is blessed. Your marriage life should be harmonious and romantic. 

Social Circle: Rat and Cow can attract each other because of Earth's relationship. You will increase social events or 
Internet conversions with your relatives, siblings, colleagues or classmates. You can be active among the network groups. 
There are good opportunities to build your reputation and social network. This will benefit your luck in career and wealth. 

Quarrel: The Cow has a quiet personality and hardly argues with others. The Cow will become mad when something 
goes too far and beyond its limit. When Cow argues against Rat, Cow will become the underdog. 

 If you have an argument, dispute, or lawsuit with someone, then you had better reconcile with the person. This dispute 
will last for a while and cost you a lot. 

Health: The Rat is the cold water in the winter. The Cow is related to frozen soil. Rat and Cow together make Earth of 
Cow much colder. If water is too strong in your birth chart, then you should pay attention to your kidneys, bladder and the 
urinary system. Sun is the best heat and energy source. For your health, you can increase outdoor activities under the 
sunshine. Walking, hiking, jogging, cycling, playing ball, sunbathing, camping, picnic and fruit-picking are good outdoor 
events.  
 
Cow and Rat have attraction relationship into Earth. If your Earth in the birth chart is too strong, then you should pay 
attention to your stomach and digestive system. Don't have too much sugar in your diet. 

General Fortune: Cow and Rat mutually respect and care with each other. You have good luck in wealth. But your life 
will lack vitally and freedom. 
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Monthly luck for the next 2 years: 
 

 

 
 

 
Continue on your path to a life with more Lightness! 
One part you have already completed by revealing your personal Luck with this report.  
Achieving health and happiness in your life should always be your priority.  
Here are other services that you might like: 
 

• Human Design: Who are you? How do you interact with the world and others? How do you make decisions? etc. 
Understand what makes you unique as a human being. Human Design is a very interesting new tool!.	 Any 
decision takes us either closer or moves us away from our goal. What is your unique design? How do you take 
the right decisions? How do you interact with others? 
This is a unique, personal mapping system that combines ancient knowledge and modern technology. It 
combines I-Ching, Human Genetic Code, Astrology, Chakras and Kabbalah. It's a great addition to the self-
knowledge systems to help you find the path to your core. 
It shows how you are designed to take correct decisions and it gives a deeper understanding of yourself and how 
you function in the world. Another amazing part of this tool is that it shows how you interact with others, giving you 
practical guidance on how to motivate and understand them. Parents and working teams can also benefit from 
this tool. 

 
• Home Acupuncture: How healthy is your home or office? Does it reflect your dreams or fears? 

Acupuncture for space is something very special and has already helped many people to bring more happiness, 
money and love into their lives. 

 
• Mind priming: We often know what to do, but we still don't do it. We lack the right mindset and attitude. 

Prime yourself for success and health!. 
 
 
More services you can find on my website or just send me a message 
Mob: +49 1728282716 ;  email: katia@steilemann.com 

  Attention Week Mixed Good Excellent 
 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 100% 

2020 Jul        
Aug        
Sept        
Oct        
Nov        
Dec        

2021 Jan        
Feb        
Mar        
Apr        
May        
Jun        
Jul        
Aug        
Sept        
Oct        
Nov        
Dec        

2022 Jan        
 Feb        
 Mar        
 Apr        
 May        
 Jun        
 Jul        
 Ago        


